
Detroit Annual Conference Answers the Challenge… 
The Virgin HealthMiles Challenge!

The Reverend Don Emmert, conference benefits officer (Detroit Annual 
Conference), is a true health champion—vigorously promoting health 
and wellness across his conference. Working in conjunction with the 
Virgin HealthMiles (VHM) Program, he officially launched the inaugural 
Detroit District Challenge in April 2013. “After two years of talking about 
it, we finally did it!” he said. 

Aptly named, IT IS WELL(ness) WITH MY SOLE, the challenge was held 
for a week in April throughout six conference districts. Ninety-nine people 
(roughly 25% of the enrolled population) participated, logging 4,776,657 
steps! The winning district was determined by the greatest average number 
of steps, with the Marquette District bringing home the trophy that will 
“travel” with each new challenge. “Our intention moving forward is to offer 
a district challenge once a quarter to encourage participants to get up 
and get moving!” he said.  

The VHM Program makes it easy for just about everyone to get moving. 
“A major reason the VHM Program is so beneficial is its versatility,” 
Don said. “Most individuals are able to participate in the program and  
do so successfully at a level tailored to their abilities and limitations.” 
He also likes that the program is not limited by geographic location.  
“With VHM, we can extend health/wellness across conference borders,  
so participants can connect with friends, family and colleagues anywhere,”  
he said. 

And connection is the key to keeping health and wellness top-of-mind  
in this conference. “We’re always looking for new ways to connect to  
our congregants about health and wellness issues,” said Don. “The single  
biggest thing within everyone’s power is attention to their own health.  
Regardless of everything else, a recurring theme for personal responsibility 
is a healthy diet and regular exercise. The VHM Program has proven 
to be an effective instrument for many of our clergy and employees to 
develop, maintain or improve exercise in their daily routines.”

As the first non-HealthFlex conference to enroll back in December 2009, 
Detroit has enjoyed a high success rate, with many VHM participants 
losing weight, eliminating the need for prescription medications and 
improving overall energy levels. “The program works, our participants 
enjoy it and are rewarded with cash incentives for their efforts.  It’s a 
win-win for everyone!” 

And here’s to many more challenge wins for the Detroit Annual Conference.
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